
PLANNING & CREATING INFOGRAPHICS



PRELIMINARIES

You can download this presentation after the meet up. 

To get the link, email me.

Feel free to connect, share, ask questions even after 
the meet up is done:


Email: jbennett@digitalsplashmedia.com 

Twitter: @DigitalSplash


LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/
jeffbennettdigitalsplashmedia/


mailto:jbennett@digitalsplashmedia.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jeffbennettdigitalsplashmedia/


INTRO
What’s the problem? Why Infographics?

We live in a complex world, bombarded by 
information. Our brains are wired to 
process visual information and 
infographics are a great tool to help our 
brains process that information.



DEFINITION

Wikipedia

Information graphics or infographics are 
graphic visual representations of 
information, data or knowledge intended 
to present complex information quickly 
and clearly.



DEFINITION

Me

Infographics are visual representations 
of information or data that explain, 
inform, or educate using a combination 
of text and graphics. Often used 
interchangeably with the term 
data visualization.
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The first 3 steps are the most important. Infographics aren’t about 
creating cool pictures on your computer.

“Making visualizations depends on thinking visually, 
not on your computer.” Alberto Cairo 



Start with a strong focus, do as much 
research as you can, organize, 
summarize, and then deliver your 
conclusions in a structured and visually 
appealing manner.

HOW-TO

Alberto Cairo
The Functional Art: An 
Introduction to Information 
Graphics and Visualization



PREPARATIONPREPARATION & RESEARCH

• What’s your story?


• Who’s your audience?


• What are the questions that the readers will want 

answered?


• What tasks should your infographic help readers with?


• Summarize the story in a single sentence.


• Where will your infographic be published and in what 

format(s)?



What format best suits the 
story and the information? 


Choose a format that is 
suitable for the purpose of 
the data.

PREPARATION & RESEARCH



PREPARATION & RESEARCH

Visualizing data  - chart suggestions
From Andrew Abela
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IDEATION: GENERATING IDEAS



IDEATION:

Look at other infographics for ideas.

Look at other media for ideas.



IDEATION: GO FOR A WALK



TIPS & GUIDELINES
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Functional

TIPS & GUIDELINES
Alberto Cairo’s Features of Great Visualization

The shape of the graphic should be adapted to the questions the visualization 
should help answer.

Beautiful

Insightful

Enlightening

If it is not attractive, readers won’t stop to read and interact with it.

Insight is the discovery of unexpected or relevant information in any data set. A 
visualization is created to give readers access and insight to data that they would 
otherwise not have. Many infographics lack context, meaning that they are not 
very insightful or relevant.

The infographic should reveal something new and shape the perception of the 
reader.



TIPS & GUIDELINES: LAYOUT & ORGANIZATION

Organize with grids



TIPS & GUIDELINES: LAYOUT & ORGANIZATION

Organize with a visual 
narrative - guide the reader 
through the graphic visually



TIPS & GUIDELINES: LAYOUT & ORGANIZATION

Use a dominant object

Use a visual hierarchy



One of the most important 
things an Infographic can 
do is add context. 
Consider this example:


Both of these show the 
same information, but the 
Infographic allows the 
viewer to glean a deeper 
understanding through the 
addition of context.

ADD CONTEXT

A number on its own is meaningless, it becomes relevant [and insightful] in context.

TIPS & GUIDELINES: DESIGN

http://www.coolinfographics.com/blog/2013/7/17/kim-rees-and-dino-citraro-what-makes-an-infographic-cool.html

http://www.coolinfographics.com/blog/2013/7/17/kim-rees-and-dino-citraro-what-makes-an-infographic-cool.html


Varying the values of colors with tints and shades gives you more options.

Shades: add black to the colorTints: add white to the color

TIPS & GUIDELINES: COLORS



Color Scheme Designer

TIPS & GUIDELINES:COLORS



TIPS & GUIDELINES: FONTS

Preferably stick to one font family. Use styles within the family, i.e.:

Don’t go crazy with fonts.

Fonts should be appropriate for the topic.  
Hint: Comic Sans isn’t appropriate for anything

Light

Italic
Bold



Reduce “chart junk” - borders, gridlines, tick 
marks, legends, etc. - as much as possible. 
Clean and simplify.

TIPS & GUIDELINES: DATA, GRAPHS



Start with a sketch of an idea for visualizing a story. 
Do several sketches. Try different approaches.

PLANNING: ROUGH SKETCH ON PAPER



CREATE DIGITALLY: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR




